Meet the University’s first five Stamps Carolina Scholars

. . . . Being named a Carolina Scholar is as good as it gets for in-state students coming to the University of South Carolina. Now, thanks to a partnership with the Stamps Family Charitable Foundation, the ranks of USC’s Carolina Scholars program have swelled by five.

http://www.sc.edu/uofsc/stories/2013/uofsc_welcomes_first_class_of_stamps_scholars_2013.php#.Ulas2xCo0eM

Carolina Scholar Leila Heidari grows a garden of knowledge

. . . . The classroom where they gather – the science room – is always full when Carolina senior Leila Heidari starts her after-school gardening program.

http://www.sc.edu/uofsc/stories/2013/senior_leila_heidari_started_after_school_gardening_program_as_undergraduate_research_project.php#.UkLVsxCE6Qn

Horseshoe Scholar Chris Shuping spends summer, year in Russia

. . . . Chris Shuping, a recent history graduate, has also returned to Russia and is teaching English in Vladimir.

http://www.sc.edu/uofsc/stories/2013/russian_study_abroad_summer_2013.php#.UkA8JxCE6Qm